Sawajiri / Nagahama Campsite Rules & Regulations (draft)

13. Reports of stolen objects have been made so please hold on to your valuables. We are not responsible.

※These are rules for the two campsites above, Sawajiri and Nagahama
※Tokyo Metropolitan Tako Bay Family Campground is managed separately.

14. Strictly oblige to the rules given for spear fishing. Spear fishing is prohibited in all beach areas besides Nagahama.
Gear such as spearguns that are fired and leave the hand is completely prohibited according to the Tokyo

For those intending to use Sawagiri and Nagahama campsites.

Metropolitan Fishery Adjustment Rules. Poachers will be penalized.

1. Kozushima offers two free camping spaces, the Sawajiri campsite and Nagahama campsite. Camping elsewhere is
prohibited.

15. Fish and shellfish peculiar to the island make their habitat in the waters of the beaches of the campsites. This sea
life is a valuable resource supporting the primary industry of Kozushima. Therefore the fishing of these special

2. After arrival to the island please make sure to register for campsite usage at the Tourist Association desk. Your

species is completely prohibited. If caught capturing or eating these you will be penalized.

information given here is important information that could save many valuable lives during a disaster.
16. Public nuisances are prohibited.
3. Advance reservations are unnecessary for both campsites. However, because of this we are not fully aware of the
number of people using the camping grounds. Therefore, there are possibilities you will not be able to secure a

17. There is no ambulance on the island so it will take some time for any emergency transportation to arrive on the

camping space when the sites are full.

site. Please confirm any safety instructions beforehand in case of an emergency.

4. Camping spaces are limited so please have the heart to share when setting up your tents. Camping outside of the

18. Camping sites may be closed down if danger is expected due to typhoons, storms, etc. In this case you will have to

premises is prohibited. The setting up of tents is not a first-come-first-served basis.

evacuate the camping grounds and individual find a place to stay such as at the local inns. If a typhoon passes by any
of the waters of Japan there is a high possibility you will not be able to swim in the beaches and waters. You may also

5. Please bring your own tools, equipment and food. The campsites do not provide any of these. Charcoal and such

find it difficult to travel as planned. Do not make any unreasonable judgments and we recommend that you check the

are not sold at the campsites but can be found at the local shops.

weather and tide forecasts before deciding to make a trip to the island.

6. The cooking area is a valuable shared space for all users. Please do not leave your trash and equipment around so

19. Long term stays are restricted up to two weeks. If you decide to stay longer than this you will need to re-register

that everyone can use the space pleasantly.

your stay at the Tourist Association. Depending on your behavior during your stay or the reason of extension there is
a possibility we will decline your request.

7. We are getting complaints about loudly played music at night and people dominating the cooking area. Especially
for the people coming in large groups, please refrain from any of these actions that will make other campsite users

20. These rules have been established hoping that the users accepting these rules, behaving with a sharing heart, can

feel unpleasant.

all experience a great time on the island and the campsites.

8. The usage of fire is prohibited other than used at the fireplaces provided in the cooking areas. In times of strong
wind, all usage of fire is occasionally prohibited in order to prevent any fire breakouts or disasters.

Users agreeing to these regulations, but fail to follow these rules and terribly disturb public morals will be
asked to leave the campsites.

Contact Information

9. Fireworks are strictly prohibited.
(There is a high possibility that the flames could leap to the lawns or surrounding woods, eventually starting a large

•

Kozushima Tourist Association

fire disaster.)
•

０４９９２－８－０３２１

In case of emergency

Kozushima Village Hall

10. Campfires pollute the beach and have the possibility to start a fire disaster. Therefore, is completely prohibited.
11. After use of any fire please make sure the fire is completely out.

Camp reception, information and inquiries（From 9to17）

•

Incidents / Accidents １１０（free call）

•

Other troubles

Niijima Police Station, Kozushima branch

０４９９２－８－００１１

０４９９２－８－００３７

12. Please separate your trash and dispose it in the stated garbage bins. Refer to the instruction manual attached '
How to dispose and separate household garbage'.

To protect your important lives during a disaster, please be sure to register your information at
the Tourist Association desk.

